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Systematic Design for Optimisation of Pipelined ADCs  proposes and develops new strategies, methodologies and tools for  designing low-power and low-area CMOS pipelined A/D converters. The  task is tackled by following a scientifically-consistent approach.  First of all, the state of the art in pipeline A/D converters is  analysed with a double purpose: a) to identify the best suited among  different strategies reported in literature and taking into account  the objectives pursued; b) to identify the drawbacks of these  strategies as a basic first step to improve them. Then, the book  proposes a top-down design approach for implementing high-performance  low-power and low-area CMOS pipelined A/D converters through:
-  The conception, development and implementation of  self-calibrated techniques to extend the linearity of some critical  stages in the architecture of pipelined ADCs.    

-  The detailed analysis and modelling of some major non-idealities that limit the  physical realisation of pipelined ADCs and the proposal, development  and implementation of design methodologies to support systematic  design of optimised instances of these converters which combine  maximum performance with minimum power dissipation and minimum area  occupation.   

Several implementations together with consistent measured results are  presented. In particular, a practical realisation of a low-power  14-bit 5MS/s CMOS pipelined ADC with background analogue  self-calibration is fully described.   

The proposed approach is fully in line with the best practice  regarding the design of mixed-signal integrated circuits. On the one  hand, drawbacks of currently existing solutions are overcame through  innovative strategies and, on the other hand, the expert knowledge is  packaged and made available for re-usability by the community of  circuit designers. Finally, feasibility of the strategies and the  associated encapsulated knowledge is granted through experimental  validation of working silicon.   

Systematic Design for Optimisation of Pipelined ADCs serves as  an excellent reference for analogue design engineers especially  designers of low-power CMOS A/D converters. The book may also be used  as a text for advanced reading on the subject.        
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Elementary Mechanics Using Python: A Modern Course Combining Analytical and Numerical Techniques (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2015

	This book – specifically developed as a novel textbook on elementary classical mechanics – shows how analytical and numerical methods can be seamlessly integrated to solve physics problems. This approach allows students to solve more advanced and applied problems at an earlier stage and equips them to deal with real-world examples...
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Uterine Cervical Cancer: Clinical and Therapeutic PerspectivesSpringer, 2019

	
		This volume provides a broad background of the basic sciences, clinical and therapeutic aspects, and management of uterine cervical cancer. It offers state-of-the-art information on the molecular genetics, biology, and clinical aspects of premalignant lesions of the uterine cervix, and provides a better understanding of the molecular...
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Rewriting Logic and Its Applications: 8th International Workshop, WRLA 2010Springer, 2010


	Rewriting is a form of inference, and one that interacts in several ways

	with other forms of inference such as decision procedures and proof search. We

	discuss a range of issues at the intersection of rewriting and inference. How can

	other inference procedures be combined with rewriting? Can rewriting be used to

	describe...
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Pocket Guide to Herbal MedicineThieme Medical Publishers, 2004

	
	
		The use of medicinal plants to treat everyday complaints and illnesses is becoming
	
		ever more popular. This pocket guide is aimed not only at doctors and members
	
		of the various healing professions interested in phytotherapy, but also in particular
	
		at interested lay people, for whom this book is intended as a...
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Distributed Database Management Systems: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book addresses issues related to managing data across a distributed database system. It is unique because it covers traditional database theory and current research, explaining the difficulties in providing a unified user interface and global data dictionary. The book gives implementers guidance on hiding discrepancies across systems and...
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The AutoCADET's Guide to Visual LISPCMP Books, 2001
AutoCADet: A person who uses AutoCAD directly or indirectly to create or analyze graphic images and is in possession of one or more of the following traits: wants to learn; has an interest in improving the way AutoCAD works; is a visionary AutoCAD user; i

Customize AutoCAD to include productivity enhancements like new commands,...
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